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HEALTH AND SAFETY
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NEW SENTENCING GUIDELINES FOR HEALTH
AND SAFETY
In February 2016 the most fundamental change in health and safety law will
take place in over 40 years when new sentencing guidelines are introduced.
They will ramp up fines for health and safety offences by as much as 10
times current levels which in some cases could get to £10m. As well as this
more custodial sentences for directors and managers are being encouraged.
This is an overview of those changes as well as a reminder of the practical
help and support we can offer.

INTRODUCTION
The new sentencing guidelines - which come into effect in February 2016 will address the current lack of comprehensive guidance available to judges
and promote a consistent approach to sentencing for health and safety,
corporate manslaughter and food offences. This should ensure sentences
are proportionate to the offence committed and in relation to other
offences.
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NEW SYSTEM FOR FINES
The new guidelines will provide a codified system for fines based on the
turnover of companies leading to dramatic increases in the level of fines.
The guidelines will apply to any company convicted of a health and safety
offence and will be applied universally by the courts when imposing fines
on corporate entities and individuals in all health and safety, food safety
and corporate manslaughter cases.
The starting points for health and safety offences which cause death and
involve a high level of culpability will vary between £250,000 (for micro
organisations with a turnover of less than £2 million) and £4 million (for a
large organisation with a turnover in excess of £50 million) with an upper
bracket of up to £10 million pounds for large companies with such a
turnover.
The starting point for a fine for an of fence involving death by a very large
company with a turnover in excess of £50 million is likely to be somewhere
in the region of £10 million, possibly higher. This is over ten times the
average current fine for similar cases.
The guidelines will also introduce changes for sentencing of individuals
likely to result in more custodial sentences being imposed. The court will
now have to consider a custodial sentence where an individual’s actions
result in death or serious harm and are found to have been “negligent”.
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PROPOSED NEW STRUCTURE FOR SENTENCING
It is proposed the courts will adopt the following structure when sentencing
businesses and individuals.
Determining the offence category
They should consider the harm and culpability factors to identify the
seriousness of the offence and ask:
▪ How foreseeable was serious injury? The more foreseeable it was,
the graver will be the offence.
▪ Did the defendant fail to comply with advice from regulators,
authorities or employees?
▪ Did the defendant fail to comply with industry standards?
▪ How adequate was training, supervision or reporting arrangements?
▪ How widespread was non-compliance?
▪ Was there more than one death or a high risk of further deaths, or
serious personal injury in addition to death?
The category range
The court should obtain the business’s financial turnover to determine
whether the organisation is: micro, small, medium, large or very large.
The court will then identify a starting point and range for the appropriate
level of fine. The court will also consider aggravating and mitigating factors
to make adjustments from the starting point. The proposed starting points
can be seen in detail at :
https://www.sentencingcouncil.org.uk/publications/?type=publications&s=&cat=definitive-guideline&topic=&year=

Is the proposed fine proportionate?
The court should consider whether the suggested fine is proportionate to
the means of the defendant.
Other factors that warrant adjusting the proposed fine
The court should consider any wider impacts the proposed fine may have on
innocent third parties, e.g. employees and service users, where necessary
the fine should be adjusted to avoid unjustifiable wider consequences.
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HOW CAN WE HELP?
Health and safety assessments, guides and templates
Health and safety training
24-hour employment advice line
Risk management guides
Ask the expert service on risk management
Legislation updates
Assessment of rebuilding costs and machinery and plant replacement
costs
▪ Reduced cost services through our partnership deals, to help you
with you general Risk Management needs.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

REVIEW OF YOUR HEALTH AND SAFETY
ARRANGEMENTS
We are also happy to arrange for a review of your health and safety
arrangements by one of our risk management professionals as part of our
overall service offer. This is all available at no additional cost for our
existing clients.

POLICY COVER
Most policies will cover your legal defence costs to one degree or another,
and there are a number of different products available that can offer,
different styles and levels of protection.
It is a very complicated area, and not all insurance contracts offer the
same level of protection, if you uncertain as to how well you are protected,
talk to your handler or Account Executive, they will clarify your cover and
make you aware of any possible “gaps”.

For further risk advice, feel free to contact us for more information on the
services we provide.
Call +44 (0)1623 649 931, email info@cowensrs.co.uk or visit
www.cowensrs.co.uk
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Cowens Risk Solutions is a FREE risk management service for Cowens
Survival Capability clients, providing practical risk management support
resources and solutions.
Please visit our site www.cowensrs.co.uk, to see how we can help you with
all your risk management needs.
The main benefits of Cowens Risk Solutions are:
▪ Promotes effective risk management and control for your business
▪ Free access to our risk management advisor
▪ Free access to our guidance library including hard to get technical
guidance from third parties
▪ Save money through access to partners providing a range of health
and safety, security and fire products and services and expert analysis
and guidance at discounted prices
▪ A fully structured survey of your risk to ensure full compliance with
your insurers warranties.
▪ Experienced support through insurers surveys and risk improvement
programmes
For more information visit www.cowensrs.co.uk
For further risk advice, feel free to contact us for more information on the
services we provide.
Call +44 (0)1623 649 931, email info@cowensrs.co.uk

Disclaimer
This summary is provided by Cowens Risk Solutions for general guidance. In making this summary available it is
not possible to anticipate the requirements or the hazards of any readers business. You are therefore advised to
carefully evaluate the contents. Cowens Risk Solutions does not accept any liability whatsoever for injury, damage
or other losses which may arise from reliance on this information.
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